Factory Records: The complete graphic album


Abstract

This is the definitive overview of the artwork of the seminal Manchester-based Factory label, covering its iconic record sleeves, posters, ephemera, venues and packaging. After a foreword by the late founder of Factory, Tony Wilson, an introductory essay discusses the label's role in bringing design to the mainstream. Thereafter the book is organized as an illustrated catalogue, arranged by the famous Factory reference system. "Factory Records", as part of the story, has been given its own reference number - Fac 461.
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Drawing. Subject Headings. Sound recordings Album covers England Manchester Factory Records. ISBN. 0-500-51300-7. Struggling with your graphic design? This large collection of graphic design tips especially for a beginner designer, will shortcut a lot of learnings that I've picked up over the years through trial and error! Olga Varlamova. Computer hacks. Beautiful Movie Posters. Simple Poster Design Minimal Graphic Design Graphic Design Typography. WEEK 2 I love how the smoke goes up and has Sherlock Holmes face. I also like how it's also two colors, it makes the poster super simple.